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Intergenerational Worship
Pentecost 25

Holiness and Humanness
Resources for Intergenerational Worship

Year B Pentecost 25 November 11 2018

Bible: Cake and Copies 

What this is:  Bible Engagement

Where it’s used: In any Intergenerational gathering, Early Word;  Bible Reading.

What’s needed:  12 (old) dinner plates of various designs. 
   On each of these plates write one of the odd numbered   
   phrases from the passage. 

   12 paper plates, each one drawn with a matching design to 
    one of the real dinner plates. On each of these paper plates  
   write one of  the even numbered phrases from the passage. 

   Pair these up so that paper plate with phrase 1a is the design  
   that matches the china plate with phrase 1. 

   Pack the plates in boxes, in random order. 
   Make a second set of 12 paper plates, exactly like the other 12
   
   Chocolate cake, cut into 12 pieces;     
   Tub of hot water with detergent, old tea towel, bin/extra tub.
   Facilitator and 2 helpers; 12 volunteers.
   Markers. 

Time: 5-7 minutes

Bible focus/theme:  Hebrews 9:24-28; Jesus ministry of Holiness real and lasting;  
   other rituals of being made right with God are just copies and 
    don’t last.   

by Beth Barnett
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Phrases to be wrriten on plates. 

1For Christ did not enter a Holy Place 
1amade by human hands, 
2a mere copy of the true one, 
2abut he entered into heaven itself, 
3now to appear to the face of God on our behalf. 
3aNor was it to offer himself again and again,
4as the high priest enters the Holy Place 
4ayear after year 
5with blood that is not his own; 
5afor then he would have had to suffer 
6again and again 
6asince the foundation of the world. 
7But as it is, 
7ahe has appeared once for all 
8at the end of the age 
8ato remove sin by the sacrifice of himself. 
9And just as it is appointed 
9afor mortals to die once, 
10and after that the judgment, 
10aso Christ, having been offered once 
11to bear the sins of many, 
11awill appear a second time, 
12not to deal with sin, 
12abut to save those who are eagerly waiting for him.



Introduction

Our reading from Hebrews today continues in helping us to understand Jesus Holiness 
and Humanness. It continues on talking about Jesus’ ministry. The word ministry in the 
New Testament  means “serving” - you know, like serving chocolate cake. 

 Helper 1 brings out Chocolate cake cut in 12 slices. 

Ah - servings of chocolate cake, That looks wonderful. Are there any volunteers to help 
eat the cake? 

The cake looks delicious. But I think if we’re going to serve cake, we’ll need some 
plates.

 Helper 2 brings out box of dinner plates. And begins unpacking them. Choose   
 the 12 volunteers who are willing to have cake. 
 Helper 2 hands out the one paper plate and one dinner plate to the volunteers.   
 Don’t serve any cake yet!

Well, look at this. Our plates have got writing on them - and what a co-incidence - it 
happens to be our Bible reading for today. We had better look at that before we put 
cake on the plates. 
What do you notice about the plates?

 Welcome and affirm all observations. 

Some of the plates are proper porcelain dinner plates, and some of them are just paper 
plates. Some of the plates have beautiful painted designs, and some of them are just 
drawn on in marker. Can you see how the paper plates are just a copy of the real 
dinner plate?

Let’s see if we can read the writing on the plates in the correct order. 

Allow some ordering time, It might work well for people to get up out of their 
seats and hold up their plates at the front. Or it can work well for people to stay 
seated by to pass the plates around until they are all in order. When the plates 
are in order, they should alternate porcelain - paper - porcelain - paper etc... It 
might be that some people who didn’t volunteer for cake, hold a plate. That’s ok 
too. 

Invite each person to read what is on their plates, and encourage collaborations 
to help this for those who aren’t familiar with all the words or left their glasses at 
home. Put the full version of the text on screen.
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Thanks for reading the plates - the real dinner plate and the copies. 
Well, I think you deserve your cake now! If you served us by  reading some of our bible 
text, our servers will serve some cake. Enjoy!

2 helpers move about the group and serve the cake as you continue speaking. 
Make sure that they know to serve the cake onto the paper plate, stacked on top 
of the porcelain plate. 

Did you notice in the reading the way the writer to the Hebrews talked about the 
ministry of priests - entering into the tent that’s a holy place? But it’s just a copy of the 
reall holy place, the presence of God. And the blood of animals as a sign of forgiveness 
- its just a copy of the real forgiveness of God shown in Jesus? And the ofering of the 
priest, is just a copy of the real offering of Jesus  very self for the sin of the cosmos. 

Ok, well I think it’s time to clean up our plates. Our helpers will take your plates and 
give them a bit of a wash and then  we’ll read the passage again. 

Helpers  gather the plates and begin washing them in the waters and drying 
them. They should hold them up to the group to show how the writing and 
pattern has been destroyed in the washing and drying. 

Oh dear - look what’s happened! What is wrong? 

 Invite and welcome responses from the group.

What will we do, the paper plates were just copies of the real plates - and they haven’t 
lasted. What will we do? We’ll have to make another copy. 
Just a minute. I’ve got some more paper plates. I’ll put the markers in the box. Give it 
a bit of a shake, and hopefully... (reaching into the box  to bring out the pre-prepared 
second set of paper plates)...here we have another copy!

Distribute these plates to volunteers - either the same as before or others who 
are willling. Again allow a little bit of time to put them in order.  

Let’s read Hebrews 9:24-28, noticing the things that are real and lasting and the things 
that are just copies and need replacing again and again. 

Read text together. 
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Conclusion:

Perhaps this week as you do the dishes, or eat from plates - either porcelain or paper
plates or plastic plates you will remember our reading. 
Perhaps over dinner plates with your household you might wonder about these 
questions together. 

What are the things that we have to keep doing over and over in 
order to stay alive?

What are the things that we do over and over and over that wear 
us out, and don’t being lasting peace?

How does it help us to know that Jesus has taken care of our 
sin and its consequences, once for all?

Do you have questions about  some of the things in our church 
that are just ‘copies’ of the spiritual reality that Jesus shows 
us? (eg candles; communion; offering)
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